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Sir Cat, Mittens, Fred, and Milk were not just ordinary cats, they were...SPY CATS!
Sir Cat is the leader of the Spy Cats and he loves chicken nuggets. Mittens is the youngest sister and she is super funny and nice to everyone. Fred likes to build gadgets from trash and play soccer while Milk sits on the couch and reads books.
If you are wondering what their first mission is...their owner is MISSING!!! They looked everywhere and can't find him! No one to make chicken nuggets, no trash for making gadgets, no one to buy new soccer balls, and no new books from the library!
The Spy Cats are pretty sure the bad guy that captured their owner is after the magic space rock that is still at their house! The Spy Cats get to work setting up a motion sensor next to the windows and doors. They want to catch the bad guy!
The bad guy jumps over the motion sensors but before he can steal the magic space rock, the Spy Cats wake up and he runs away!
The next day they try security cameras to catch the bad guy, but he sees them and runs away!
The Spy Cats decide to put a tracker on a secret map and leave it as a trap for the bad guy. He takes the bait and now the chase is on to find the bad guy!
Go Spy Cats, GO!

Boom!
Shhh!
oops.
The Spy Cats follow him down a secret tube, WHOOSH! I'm dizzy says Fred! They all fight the bad guy and he is knocked out!
They find their owner close by and untie him! Yay! The Spy Cats are happy!
The owner says, “Yay, its so good to see you! Thank you Spy Cats! Let's go have cookies and Milk.” Sir Cat, Mittens, Fred, and Milk say, “yay, we love cookies and milk.”